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NEW
LIVERY!
1:76 SCALE 
VW T5 VAN -
COCA COLA

UK & EIRE 2 Guineas (2.10) USA $5.00Issue 238

NEW
SET!

NEW5-Piece VW Camper Set -
T1/T2/T3/T4/T5
                          SCALE        PRICE
76SET67    1:76   £32.95

5-Piece VW Camper Set T1/T2/T3/T4/T5
Our great gift set comprises a time-line of five VW 

T series camper vans from the T1 right through to

the T5 and is available just in time for an appropriate

seasonal gift for VW camper lovers.

First up is 76VWS006, a two-tone T1 in white and

mouse grey, registered OWP 362E from 1967.  

It features light tan seats and floor, with a beige

steering wheel.  The T1 was produced from 1950 to

1967.  Second in the line-up is 76VW012, an open

camper van in fresh lime green and white with lift up

roof and tan roof rack.  Registered LYL 577K from

1971/72, it has a blue grey interior.  Then we’ve

added 76T25009, the Westfalia T25 in medium blue

and white with its trademark ‘Joker’ high top roof.  

With brown interior, the T25 has a bit more style

and comfort from its predecessors.  Fourth in the

set comes 76T4001, the VW T4 Westfalia Camper 

in Paprika Red with contrasting grey interior, 

registered J469 MDL from 1991/1992.  It was

produced by VW from 1990 to 2003 when it 

was succeeded by the T5 which rounds off our 

set in the form of 76T5C001, the T5 California

Camper in a striking metallic blue with silver

chrome work, registered DK13 YKG.  The T5 

was still in production right up until 2015.
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Alvis Speed Twenty - Royal Blue
Made between 1931 and 1936 in Coventry by

the Alvis Car and Engineering Company, 

the fifth release on the 1930s Speed 20

British touring car appears in a rich blue

with grey seats and tonneau cover,

registered BNO 35.  The wheel centres

and rims echo the main body colour, with

other external trim finished in silver.  A final

flourish sees the famous inverted triangle Alvis 

badge in dark red and silver on the front of the bonnet.

BMW 2002 - Black
The jet black of our 1:76 scale BMW 2002 shows off the

vehicle to its best advantage.  With the

outstanding authentic level of chrome work

to the exterior body, this superb model

from the 1960s and 1970s golden age of

BMW, really takes on the charm of the

original.  Registered VGF 74M from 1974,

the interior is also black.  The distinctive

blue/white and black BMW badge sits on the front

of the bonnet.  Note too, the 2002 designation printed in

silver to the right hand side of the rear number plate. 

Ford Consul Capri - Monaco Red and White
Our streamlined 1960s Ford Capri coupé makes

its third entrance in a vibrant red with

white masked roof and a bright red

interior.  Contrasting chrome work give it

a distinct American feel for its era, where

it was an instant hit before UK motorists got a

look in.  Registered 373 EYH, our 2-door model

carries several of the ‘de luxe’ fittings of the real thing

including a four headlight configuration.  Its sporty lines

certainly turned heads in its day.

Ford Sierra Sapphire RS - Diamond White
The Ford Sierra Sapphire was produced by

Ford Europe between 1986 and 1992.  The

Oxford model is a replica of the Sapphire

RS 4 x 4 and makes its latest appearance in

a pristine white colour scheme with dark

grey interior, registered G208 MTO from

1989/1990.  An interesting and authentic feature is

the smoke tinted bar behind the red and silver rear

lights.  Final details include the predominantly black

trim, blue and silver Ford badge on the bonnet and

the intricate spoked silvered wheels. 

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, 
Southampton SO14 0TJ

Tel: 02380 248850  
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Land Rover Defender 90 -
Santorini Black
                             SCALE       PRICE
76LRDF006  1:76   £5.95

NEWBMW 2002 - Black
                                 SCALE       PRICE
76BM02004   1:76   £5.95

NEWAlvis Speed Twenty - Royal Blue
                                          SCALE       PRICE
76ALV005             1:76   £5.95

NEWFord Consul Capri -
Monaco Red and White
                          SCALE       PRICE
76FCC003  1:76   £6.25

NEWFord Sierra Sapphire RS -
Diamond White
                          SCALE       PRICE
76FS005   1:76   £5.95

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

1:76 SCALE
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Ford Zodiac MkII - Imperial Maroon/Ermine White
The two-tone Ford Zodiac MkII was launched in 1956 as

the upmarket version of the Ford Zephyr and produced

at the Ford Dagenham plant.  For its latest outing,

our 4-door Zodiac comes in a rich maroon

and off white with lots of contrasting chrome

to bumpers, door handles, radiator and

wheels, as well as a chrome strip running 

along the waist.  Registered WDM 842, a final

flourish sees the Zodiac ‘signature’ printed on 

the rear wing section and across the boot.

Land Rover Discovery Sport - Fuji White
You’ve already been treated to this sporty high spec Land

Rover Discovery in a sober grey and then a bright fiery

red.  For its third appearance, it comes in a dazzling

white with black roof, black interior and black

window pillars.  The model carries all the elegance of

its real life partner, with streamlined rear wind

deflector detail and sloping back.  The exterior also

features the distinctive Land Rover Discovery radiator

grille and light clusters including the red fog lights.  It is

registered RO15 ANV from the first half of 2015. 

Range Rover 3rd Generation - Alveston Red
The second release on the newly tooled 3rd generation

Range Rover, it appears in a rich dark red with black

window surrounds and a black interior.  Additional detail

includes a silver grille wiped black, silver wheels

and silver head and tail light surrounds.

Our model is registered MA02 VMU from 2002,

the first year of manufacture by its BMW owners.

It came with a petrol engine and was only available

as an automatic and proved a popular vehicle, 

lasting in production right up to 2012.

Jaguar XF - Crystal Blue
The Oxford Jaguar XF which is part of both the 1:76 and

1:148 series of prestige cars is based on the luxury four

door saloon launched by Jaguar in 2007.  Designed for

Jaguar by Ian Callum, our replica - the sixth in the

series - is decorated in a sparkling pale blue colour

scheme with black trim and black interior.  It is

registered RV13 TPF.  The wheels, headlight trim

and grille masked in silver add a complimentary

finish to an equally high spec motor. 

Jaguar XK - Stratus Grey
Style and sophistication come to mind with this beautiful

open-topped sports car from Jaguar.  Launched in 

2013, the top-of-the-range two-door convertible

features sleek lines.

Decorated in an elegant dark grey with oyster

white seats, black dashboard and black tonneau,

it is registered RV64 ZNW, the second year of

production.  The distinctive lozenge shaped grille

incorporates the Jaguar badge.

NEWJaguar XK - Stratus Grey
                          SCALE       PRICE
76XK005   1:76   £5.95

NEWJaguar XF - Crystal Blue
                          SCALE       PRICE
76XF006    1:76   £5.95

NEWRange Rover 3rd
Generation - Alveston Red
                            SCALE      PRICE
76RR3002   1:76   £6.45

NEWLand Rover Discovery
Sport - Fuji White
                            SCALE      PRICE
76LRDS003 1:76   £6.25

NEWFord Zodiac MkII - Imperial
Maroon/Ermine White
                               SCALE      PRICE
76FZ002       1:76  £6.25
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1:76 SCALE
VW T5 Van - Coca Cola
That famous Coke gets everywhere!  This time it is the

turn of the modern and versatile VW T5 Van to take on

the trademark red and white livery of arguably the

world’s most famous drink.  Our 1:76 scale replica is

registered CC55 DLA and apart from the silvered VW

badges on the front and rear of the van and the silver

wheel hubs, the exterior trim is predominantly black, 

as is the van interior.  Add this latest release to your

growing line-up of Oxford’s Coca Cola liveried models

across the ages

Ford Transit Mk3 - Gentian Blue
Ford manufactured the third generation of their incredibly

successful Ford Transit between 1986 and 2003.  It was a

completely new shape and came in a number of variants

providing a wealth of different uses from vans to

minibuses and even a 2-door pickup.

Here we see the Oxford 1:76 scale Mk3 as a basic

utility van with two door cab, sliding side door and

rear door. Decorated in bright blue with black

exterior trim, the interior is black with grey cabin

seating.  It is registered F276 YEG from 1988/89.

Commer PB Van - Pitchford & Miles
Oxford have chosen an interesting livery relatively close

to home for the latest release on the period Commer 

PB Van.  Registered CDW 274L from 1972/3, it is a

replica vehicle of Newport based Pitchford & Miles,

purveyors or sausages and pies.  Their strapline across

the two tone yellow and dusky blue vehicle boasts

their delicacies as being ‘on your table the day they’re

made’.  A colourful lady in full national costume

emphasises their Welsh roots.  Silver exterior trim,

white wheels and a black interior complete the picture.

We bet they did a roaring trade delivering to the

hardworking industrial areas of South Wales!

Commer Walk Thru - Pollock
The Commer Walk Thru in the Oxford 1:76 series is a

replica of a vehicle introduced in 1961.  The signature

pale blue and red Pollock livery is a firm favourite

with collectors of UK haulage vehicles and this

utility van registered NSF 700G takes us right

back to the Scottish company’s use of it in

1968/69.  Advertising themselves as Road

Transport Contractors on the sides in the

shape of a clever lorry logo incorporating

their name, their Musselburgh company

base is also boldly printed in yellow

underneath.  This Commer Walk Thru Van

would no doubt have played an important role in

supporting their larger fleet

NEWFord Transit MK3 - 
Gentian Blue
                          SCALE       PRICE
76FT3009  1:76   £6.25

NEWCommer PB Van - 
Pitchford & Miles
                          SCALE       PRICE
76PB009    1:76   £6.25

NEWCommer Walk Thru - Pollock
                                 SCALE       PRICE
76CWT005     1:76  £10.95

NEWVW T5 Van - Coca Cola
                                 SCALE       PRICE
76T5V003CC  1:76   £6.45
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

VW T1 - Dove Blue
Dating right back to 1950, the VW T1 was in production

until 1967. Officially known in Germany as the

Transporter Kombi, it comprised a very roomy utility 

van which could be converted to a minibus or more 

popularly a camper van.  And great it was too!  Oxford’s

third release on the T1 is registered AMO 426A from

1963.  It comes as a van and is decorated in a muted blue,

typical of the period.  Enhanced with silver exterior trim,

note the white wheels!  The interior is moulded in grey. 

Land Rover Series II LWB Station Wagon - Royal
Navy Bomb Disposal
There’s no doubt about the function of this latest release

on the long wheelbase Land Rover Station Wagon.  

It certainly means business!  Decorated in the Royal

Navy dark blue and white with red masking to the

front wings and rear wheel arches, our 1:76 scale

vehicle is fulfilling a role with the Bomb Disposal

Squad.  The red and white notice on the nearside

front wing says it all.  Featuring the RN graphics in white

on the offside wing and the Land Rover doors, the vehicle

carries the military registration plate 67 RN 48. 

Weymann Fanfare (Leyland) - Southdown
Hot on the heels of the 1:43 scale

Weymann Fanfare with Leyland

chassis and in Southdown livery is

this 1:76 scale version, with the

small exceptions of a different

registration number - XUF 134, a

different tour route - The Scottish

Highlands Tour - and there are no

wing mirrors on this smaller scale

version either. 

Decorated in Southdown’s livery 

of two-tone green, cream and

gold/black lettering, the interior features a

pale grey compartment for the driver, pale green

passenger seating and beige flooring, while the passenger

windows are lined in cream.  This model with its subtle

differences, fills another gap in your Southdown timeline.

New Ford Transit Van
(L.Roof) - RAC 
                            SCALE       PRICE
76FT003     1:76   £6.25

Land Rover Lightweight
Hard Top - Fred Dibnah
                            SCALE       PRICE
76LRL006   1:76   £6.25

Bedford CA - British
Rail Crew Bus
                            SCALE       PRICE
76CA018    1:76   £6.25

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

NEWVW T1 - Dove Blue
                             SCALE      PRICE
76VWS003  1:76   £6.45

NEWLand Rover SII LWB - 
Royal Navy Bomb Disposal
                             SCALE      PRICE
76LAN2021  1:76   £5.95

NEWWeymann Fanfare
(Leyland) - Southdown
                             SCALE      PRICE
76WFL003   1:76  £18.75
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AMERICAN1:87
SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, 
Southampton SO14 0TJ

Tel: 02380 248850  
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEW1957 Dodge D100 Sweptside 
Pick Up - Turquoise/Jewel Black
                                          SCALE      PRICE
87DP57002          1:87  £6.95

1957 Dodge D100 Sweptside 
Pick Up - Turquoise/Jewel Black
Only the second release on the new Dodge D100

Sweptside Pick Up, after the cream and red launch model,

here it appears in a brilliant blue and black colourway.

Registered in Colorado in 1957, it represents the first

year of manufacture by Chrysler.  Its appeal was very

disappointing and it ceased production after just two

years.  However, 60 years on, it is now an icon and a rare

beast with a price tag to match!

The turquoise body colour on our 1:87 scale replica is

repeated in the interior and the pick-up even sports

whitewall tyres.  As expected from this era of US motors,

the usual level of chrome abounds and the Dodge name is

printed boldly in red across the rear.  

1946-48 DeSoto Suburban - 
San Francisco Taxi
The DeSoto Suburban was first made in the USA post

World War II in 1946.  It had four doors and could seat

eight people, which had great appeal for families and 

also provided an opportunity for use as a taxi cab.

Weighing nearly two tons, the DeSoto was powered by 

a Chrysler inline 6 cylinder engine, promising a smooth

ride for its occupants.  

It is as a San Francisco Taxi that the DeSoto 

makes its second entrance into the range.

Decorated in the familiar US taxicab

yellow but sporting bright red masking

to the front and rear wings, the

external trim is finished in silver and the windows all

feature a pale grey tint.  The taxi is promoting its fare

tariff on the front doors whilst the roof carries the TAXI

lightbar.  Registered CAL 46 10 K 950, a final detail sees

the interior moulded in brown.

Our model is tooled up on the 1946 version of the

DeSoto Suburban, which in real life continued in

production until 1954. 

NEW1946-48 DeSoto Suburban -
San Francisco Taxi
                                    SCALE       PRICE
87DS46002      1:87   £6.95

1961 Chrysler 300G Convertible
(Open) - Mardi Gras Red
                              SCALE      PRICE
87CC61001  1:87  £6.95

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN
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NEW1968 Dodge Charger R/T -
Black/White
                                    SCALE       PRICE
87DC68003      1:87   £6.95

NEW1961 Chrysler 300G Convertible
Open Top - Alaskan White
                                        SCALE      PRICE
87CC61003         1:87   £6.95

NEW1969 Dodge Charger 
Daytona - Orange
                              SCALE      PRICE
87DD69002  1:87  £6.95

1968 Dodge Charger R/T - Black/White
The Dodge Charger was launched by the American

motor company in 1968.  Their variant incorporating the

Charger R/T badge marked the car as boasting a

Road/Track performance.  This third Oxford release of

the Dodge Charger carries the R/T badge across the

boot indicating that the real-life counterpart features a

combination of upgraded suspension, tyres and brakes

and perhaps a more powerful engine.  Decorated in a

dramatic black with white masked roof and white stripes

printed round the top of the boot, it certainly looks the

part!  The interior is also moulded completely in black.  

It is registered as Maine 68 942-682 Vacationland.

1961 Chrysler 300G Convertible 
Open Top - Alaskan White
The Oxford 1:87 scale tooling of the Chrysler 300 gives

the option for either a closed top or open top.  The first

two releases have seen both variants and for its third

outing, our Chrysler 300 two-door Convertible appears

in a stunning all-white colour scheme with the hood

down, registered L 49 A Ohio in 1961.  Interesting

features include the red, white and blue Chrysler emblem

embedded into the silver side stripe which stops at the

doors on both sides, as well as appearing on the front

grille. The interior floor, seating, tonneau and sun visors

are moulded in a very light straw colour and just for a

change - the steering wheel is gold!  Whitewall tyres with

red centres complete the 

extrovert image. 

1969 Dodge Charger Daytona - Orange
The Dodge Charger Daytona 1969 was born to race.

And you can see why!  For its second release in 1:87

scale, we see it in a burst of bright orange with a broad

white band round the rear and an enormous white tail

stabiliser.  The Daytona marque appears in orange out of 

the white banding and exterior trim includes a fine 

black line running round the front of the bonnet and a

black panel behind the rear lights.  An equally fine detail

sees a fine red ring round the tyres.  Remaining exterior

trim is silver with the interior moulding in black, including

the steering wheel.  Our hotrod is registered in California

as FRN 249. 
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Rolls-Royce Silver Cloud 1 - Smoke Green
Oxford’s prestige cars series in 1:43 scale

continues with the third release of

one of the Rolls-Royce

classics from the 1950s.

Rolls-Royce made the Silver

Cloud between 1955 and

1966, during which time

nearly 7400 were

produced.  Designed by J P

Blatchley, just under 2300 Silver

Cloud I were manufactured at the company’s

Crewe Works between 1955 and 1958 when the car 

was superseded by the Silver Cloud II.  The vehicle came

as a 4-door saloon, although coachbuilders added variants

including a very elegant 2-door convertible and 2-door

drophead coupé.  The engine was a 155 hp 4.9 L six-

cylinder unit with a 4-speed standard transmission.

Brakes were hydraulic and power steering and air

conditioning became available as options in 1956.

Our Oxford 4-door saloon makes its latest entrance in

a single colour scheme of muted green, registered XGO

999.  There is a lot of exterior chrome and the wheels

feature a smoke green trim the same as the body colour.

The interior is highly detailed with cream moulding to

seating, door panels and flooring.  The dashboard is tan,

with tan door cappings and even tan tables folded into

the seats.  

Focke Wulf Ta 152 H-O, Stab/JG301, 
Stendal Airfield, Germany, April 1945
The latest 1:72 scale World War II aircraft release is the

Focke Wulf Ta 152 as flown by German Luftwaffe

Oberstleutnant Fritz Aufhammer, based at the Stendal

Airfield in the very last days of the conflict in April 1945.

Fritz Aufhammer was the Geschwaderkommadore of the

Stab/JG301 between September 1944 and May 1945.  

The Jagdgeschwader 301 was a Luftwaffe fighter wing and

in March 1945 became the first unit to receive the Focke

Wulf Ta 152.  Their instructions were to provide top

cover for the Jagdwaffe to combat the massed USAAF

assault over central Germany.

His aircraft is modelled here in a red colour scheme with

black and white Luftwaffe markings.  The instrument

panel, gun barrels 

and wheels are black,

propeller blades matt

green, the exhaust pipes

brown and the cockpit

interior is moulded in dark

green.  Note too, the Swastika

markings in black on the tail fin.   

The sorties against the Allied

aircraft were very successful, particularly in targeting the

USAAF B-17s, P-51s and P-47s but not without Luftwaffe

casualties.  However, the extended deployment of the Ta

152 fighters to other airfields was not completed before

the war came to an end.

SET
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

AVIATION1:72
SCALE

NEW
Focke Wulf Ta 152 H-O,
Stab/JG301, Stendal
Airfield, Germany, 1945
                         SCALE       PRICE
AC096       1:72  £14.95

1:43 SCALE

London Bus & Taxi Gift Set
                            SCALE       PRICE
LD004         1:76   £8.95

NEWRolls-Royce Silver Cloud 1 -
Smoke Green
                              SCALE       PRICE
43RSC003    1:43  £24.95
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MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

N SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Mobile Trailer - Southdown
Southdown collectors have already snapped this up in the

larger 1:76 scale but here is an exact replica especially for

small scale model enthusiasts.

This is a delightful model of a mobile booking

office for the Southdown Motor Company

promoting exciting trips round the south of

England.  Decorated in the refreshing

Southdown two tone green colour scheme with

cream masking and featuring the Southdown

‘signature’ in gold, the model comes complete

with a roofboard and jockey wheel.  

For the grand price of 4/- (20 pence) you can

take a trip to Arundel Castle, including entry

to the Castle itself; or a trip to Devil’s Dyke

and Henfield; or for those with a sense of

adventure, there is an evening Mystery Tour

leaving at 6.30 pm and promising a return by 

9 pm!  As well as serving as a booking office for

the many tours available, the mobile trailer is also

promoting its role as a parcels service agent.  

Registered 316 SCS, 

this useful accessory will provide an unusual addition to

your Southdown diorama.

Ford Cortina MkIII - Devon and Cornwall Police
You’ve enjoyed this release already in exactly the same

livery and detail in 1:76 scale, so here at Oxford, 

we are pleased to add it to the 1:148 scale 

line-up of Ford Cortina MkIII vehicles.  

In real life, the Mk III had a production

life from 1970 to 1976, produced by

the UK Ford Motor Company. 

Our model is registered WUO 867K

from 1971/72.  A tooling modification 

for our Police variant includes a single

transparent blue roof light.  The MkIII would

certainly have had the ‘oomph’ to catch the

villains in the area at that time.

NEWMobile Trailer - Southdown
                                SCALE       PRICE
NTRAIL014   1:148  £5.75

NEWFord Cortina MkIII - 
Devon & Cornwall Police
                              SCALE        PRICE
NCOR3004  1:148  £4.65

Ford Anglia -
Maroon/Cream 
                            SCALE       PRICE
N105001   1:148  £4.65

VW Pick Up - Emerald
Green/Arcona White 
                            SCALE       PRICE
NVW006    1:148  £4.65

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

VW Van - Senegal Red 
                            SCALE       PRICE
NVW005    1:148  £4.65

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN
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1:43 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, 
Southampton SO14 0TJ

Tel: 02380 248850  
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

                                   SCALE       PRICE
413441            1:43   £8.95

NEWVW T1 Pick Up -
Orange

                                   SCALE       PRICE
413445            1:43   £8.95

NEWVW T1 Pickup with
Awning - White/Blue

                                   SCALE       PRICE
410541            1:43   £8.95

NEWVW Beetle -
Black/White

                                   SCALE       PRICE
415540            1:43   £8.95

NEWMini Traveller - 
Red

                                   SCALE       PRICE
415760            1:43   £8.95

NEWMini Pick Up -
Yellow

                                   SCALE       PRICE
441340            1:43   £8.95

NEWMini Cooper -
Metallic Blue

                                   SCALE       PRICE
416240            1:43   £8.95

NEWAustin Healey -
Metallic Blue/Milky
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1:87 SCALE
                           SCALE       PRICE
185001      1:87  £29.95

NEWVolvo FH12 with
Bulldozer L150C

                           SCALE       PRICE
185002      1:87  £29.95

NEWVolvo FH12 with
Excavator EC210

                           SCALE       PRICE
185003      1:87  £29.95

NEWVolvo FH12 with
Tipper A40D

                           SCALE       PRICE
185004      1:87  £29.95

NEWVolvo FH12 with
Timber L180C

                           SCALE       PRICE
810002      1:87  £17.95

NEWA40D Volvo
Tipper

                           SCALE       PRICE
810001      1:87  £17.95

NEWL180C Timber
Wheel Loader

                           SCALE       PRICE
810003      1:87  £17.95

NEWL150C Volvo
Wheel Loader

                           SCALE       PRICE
810004      1:87  £17.95

NEWEC210 Volvo
Excavator
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
TEl: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

The Oxford Rail products are competitively priced and are not part of the multi-purchasing.  We have other products in development.

OR76ROR007  1:76 - £7.45
Road Rail Defender - Carillion

OR76N7001XS  1:76 - £219.95 GER K85 (N7) 0-6-2 No 1002 DCC Sound

NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL!

                                                SCALE       PRICE
CR025                      1:43   £8.95

NEWFord Anglia 105E - 
Glacier Blue\Ermine White

                                   SCALE       PRICE
CR045             1:43   £8.95

NEWMorgan Plus 8
Convertible - Green

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

                                 SCALE        PRICE
CR005            1:50  £29.95

Eddie Stobart 1:50 Scale
                                    SCALE        PRICE
CR026              1:50  £13.95

Scania 1:50 Scale Cab - White
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